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Brazil, in 2001,
automotive fleet: 18.5% of the population
fatal victims  11,6 /100.000 inhabitants.

23.8% of these were 18 to 29 years old
(Denatran, 2006)



Youngsters and accidents:
Furnham y Saipe, 1993;
Hemenway y Solnick, 1993;
McGwin y Brown, 1999.



Transforming the Traffic Project

What?
Intervention (educational) project

Why?
Mortality and injuries in the traffic.
The general objective of the project is to sensitize

the young in relation to be involved in risks in the
traffic, trying to modify the behavior..



Transforming the Traffic Project

Where?
Federal University of Paraná, Brazil

Who?
Students of the first year of the undergraduation

courses of the UFPR.

When?
Started: 2002



The methodology constitutes the use of
group dynamics technique that stimulates
the reflection on behavior in the traffic.



Each meeting (called "It directs its Life") has duration of
2h/class and is structured in five steps:

1) presentation of the team and contextualization of the
proposal:

pointing out mortality in the traffic as a problem of
public health,

pointing out for the double role of the young in this
scene: as victims and as transformation agents;

2) application of METAPHOR game (“old” students).



3) organization of the students in small groups to discuss
the dynamics;

4) presentation and synthesis of the main discussed ideas;

5) register a document about the perceptions in relation to
the activity.



One document in the 5th step is called "My
personal contribution for the
transformation of the traffic", in which
he/she explains the understanding of
his/her participation in the public space.



From the use of the game Metaphor the young argues the
individual, characteristic behaviors of the beginning of
the game,

reflecting on the movement of construction of a collective
direction that becomes possible to reach the objectives
of the game.



Objective

Investigate the perception of undergraduate
students between 17 and 31 y. o. on their
possibilities to change the traffic.



Method



Sample

150 undergraduate students from UFPR,
age from 17 to 31.

In this group 58.7% are female, and 47 had
a driving permission, but 8 don’t filled this
question.



Sample

The 150 students were randomly sampled
from 576 of the total subjects of 2006.
Next step, 50 fills of theses students were
sampled to the initial analysis.



Instrument

It was a form with demographic data and
with open questions as "My contribution to
the traffic transformation"



Data collection procedure

During the year the 2006 Transforming the Traffic
Project (PTT in Portuguese) had 576
participants.

The pupils, students of first year of the courses of
the Federal University of the Paraná, had
participated previously in a group dynamics
(Metaphor).

After the dynamics, was requested that each
student registered a personal commitment for
the change of the traffic.



Data analysis procedure

Categorical analysis.
� First a categorical analysis with the first 50 sampled

forms was carried out. The authors had read the
answers of the students and had searched to
aggregate similar answers, first for content and later
for meaning.

� It was observed that there were more than one
different answer in some forms.  Because of this there
were 341 incidences to categorize.

� The answers grouped were then read to search a
name that better described the answers added in that
category.



Data analysis procedure

Categorical analysis.

� In the next stage two of the authors categorized the
100 remaining forms previously according to emerged
categories.  The categorization procedure was made
separately and the results compared.  Six subjects
din’t fill the question and two subjects din’t write a
valid answer, because of this they were not
considered in the final analysis.



Results



� General aspects of the law: those answers related to the
laws as a whole. Ex.: "Respect the laws"

� Specific aspects of the law: those answers that specify a
single law. Ex.: "Don't exceed the speed limits"

� Focus on the collectivity: those answer that indicate a
collective sense or the idea that his/her behavior affects
directly the others. Ex.: "Drive safe and defensively"

� Subjective States of humor: Indicate feelings and
emotions. Ex.: "Be patient"



� Attention: Refer to pay attention on the others drivers, environment
and sighs. Ex.: "Pay attention"

 
� Behaviors not ruled by the laws: Refers to those behaviors that are

not related to the laws. Ex.: "Avoid to drive too much by going to
school on foot"

� Responsibility and consciousness

� Focus on the other: those answers that indicate worry about the
others: drivers, walking, cyclists, etc. Ex.: "Respect the other's life"

� Others: those answers that didn't fill in any of the previous categories.
Ex.: " To know my rights and especially my duties”
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Discussion



These results represent indicative to delineate interventions
in the area of prevention of accidents.

It is interesting to notice the high percentage of answers in
referring categories to the legislation, indicating that the
young undergraduate students perceive their possibilities
to change the traffic as being connected to the fulfillment
of the law.



The incidence in the category subjective states of
mood shows the perception on the necessity to
learn to control instability typical of this lifetime.

Finally, in the category of behaviors not regulated
for law they had expressed propositions about
actions that would help in the traffic system.



It is important to the new generation of drivers to
understand that it is the behavior of each person
that can to generate a new collective behavior.

 And, also that it is from the transformation of
his/her own behavior that it will be possible to
achieve a safer traffic system.



Thank you

bianchi@acm.org
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